Rational Dress Society

ANTHROPOMETRIC SIZING SURVEY
The following survey will assist in determining which JUMPSUIT size is right for you.*
In order to complete this survey you will need a flexible tape measure and a comrade to assist in measuring.**

Section 1: Which body type is right for me?
JUMPSUIT is offered in three base body types: A, I, and V, based on variable hip to chest ratios. To determine your
body type, please record the specific measurements listed below.
1. What is your chest measurement? Measure your chest in inches at the fullest point, and record the result.
Chest:
2. What is your waist measurement? Measure your waist at the narrowest point, and record the result.
Waist:
3. What is your hip measurement? Measure your hip at the fullest point, and record the result.
Hip:
4. Determine chest ratio. Subtract your chest measurement from your waist measurement and record the result.
Chest - Waist = Chest Ratio
Chest Ratio:
5. Determine hip ratio. Subtract your hip measurement from your waist measurement and record the result.
Hip - Waist = Hip Ratio
Hip Ratio:

Section 2: Fitted or Unfitted?
6. JUMPSUIT comes in two categories: fitted and unfitted. Regardless of category, JUMPSUIT is designed to have
a semi-tailored look (neither shapeless nor skin-tight). With this is mind we provide the option to choose bust darts
(fitted) or a roomier flat-chested look (unfitted).
Fitted
Unfitted
* The RDS Anthropometric Sizing System is from the future. If you have any questions about how to determine
your size, please feel free to email us for a consultation: rationaldresssociety@gmail.com
**Flexible tape measures can be purchased at most pharmacies.

Section 3: Determining Your JUMPSUIT Type
Using the information from sections 1 and 2, determine which JUMPSUIT type is right for you. If you selected a
fitted JUMPSUIT style, please refer to the chart on this page. For an unfitted JUMPSUIT, continue to the chart on
the following page.

Which fitted JUMPSUIT is right for me?

A I V
Chest ratio of 9 inches or less

Chest ratio of 9 inches or less

Chest ratio of 9.5 inches or more

Hip ratio of 12 inches or more

Hip ratio of 11.5 inches or less

Hip ratio of 11.5 inches or less

Fitted A

Fitted I

Fitted V

Fitted A: JUMPSUIT sizes with a Fitted A body type will have a chest ratio of 9 inches or less, and a hip ratio of 12
inches or more.
Fitted I: JUMPSUIT sizes with a Fitted I body type will have a chest ratio of 9 inches or less, and a hip ratio of 11.5
inches or less.
Fitted V: JUMPSUIT sizes with a Fitted V body type will have a chest ratio of 9.5 inches or more, and a hip ratio of
11.5 inches or less.
Continue to the next page to find unfitted JUMPSUIT types.

Section 3: Determining Your JUMPSUIT Type, cont’d
Using the information from sections 1 and 2, determine which JUMPSUIT type is right for you. If you selected an
unfitted JUMPSUIT style, please refer to the chart on this page. For a fitted JUMPSUIT, refer to the chart on the
previous page.

Which unfitted JUMPSUIT is right for me?

A I V
Chest ratio of 8 inches or less

Chest ratio of 8 inches or less

Chest ratio of 8.5 inches or more

Hip ratio of 8.5 inches or more

Hip ratio of 8 inches or less

Hip ratio of 8 inches or less

Unfitted A

Unfitted I

Unfitted V

Unfitted A: JUMPSUIT sizes with an Unfitted A body type will have a chest ratio of 8 inches or less, and a hip ratio
of 8.5 inches or more.
Unfitted I: JUMPSUIT sizes with a Unfitted I body type will have a chest ratio of 8 inches or less, and a hip ratio of
8 inches or less.
Unfitted V: JUMPSUIT sizes with a Unfitted V body type will have a chest ratio of 8.5 inches or more, and a hip
ratio of 8 inches or less.

Section 4: Amendments to your size based on lifestyle and
performance needs
7. Will you be wearing layers under your JUMPSUIT, such as long underwear or quilted liners? If you answered
“Yes” then add 2-4 inches to both your waist and hip measurements depending on the amount of extra layers you
anticipate wearing.
8. Do you prefer to wear the crotch on your pants low? If you answered “Yes” shift your height category to the
next taller category.
9. Do you have especially muscular thighs? For example, you are an athlete. If you answered “Yes,” add 2 inches to
your hip measurement and return to section 1 step four, as your body type category will have likely changed.

Section 5: Determine your size
10. What is your height? Measure your height and record the result.
Height:
11. Consult the RDS Anthropometric Sizing Grid. Find the chart that corresponds to your body type: Fitted A, I,
or V or Unfitted, A, I, or V. Next, using your height, waist, and chest measurements, use the Anthropometric Sizing
Grid to determine your exact size.
Fitted A Body Type

Fitted I Body Type

Fitted V Body Type

Unfitted A Body Type

Unfitted I Body Type

Unfitted V Body Type

